Directions to Reynolds Theater
From Accessible Parking

From Inside Parking Garage IV
1. Take the elevator in the north east corner of the garage to Level 3 and exit near the Parking Booth.
2. Follow the sidewalk toward the first building on your right. This is the Bryan Center.
3. Enter the set of doors into the Bryan Center.
4. The Box Office is immediately inside these doors.
5. To access Reynolds Theater, continue past the Box Office and the circular information desk. The entrance to Reynolds Theater is on the right.

From Accessible Parking Spots Near the Parking Circle
1. From the parking circle, enter the set of doors into the building on the right. This is the Bryan Center.
2. The Box Office is immediately inside these doors.
3. To access Reynolds Theater, continue past the Box Office and the circular information desk. The entrance to Reynolds Theater is on the right.